The alloying of Ag and Au has been investigated on the level of individual clusters by analyzing the light emission excited by electron injection from an STM tip. Different Ag-Au alloy and shell-core clusters have been prepared at room temperature on a thin Al 2 O 3 film on NiAl͑110͒ by simultaneous and successive deposition of both noble metals. For simultaneous deposition, one Mie-plasmon resonance has been detected with a wavelength position shifting from the pure Au to the Ag value with increasing Ag content. The results are in agreement with calculations based on Mie theory indicating a complete mixing of both materials. For successive deposition, two Mie resonances have been observed, attributed to plasmon excitations in the shell and core of the clusters. Comparing these results to model calculations, a considerable intermixing of the core and shell materials is concluded, which is especially strong in Au shell-Ag core clusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Industrial catalysts composed of oxide supported alloy particles often show a strongly enhanced chemical reactivity compared to systems containing only monoelemental aggregates. 1, 2 The outstanding properties of alloys in heterogeneous catalysis result from a number of effects, e.g., a lowered barrier for a specific chemical reaction, an increased selectivity, 3, 4 and an enhanced resistance against contamination and poisoning. 5, 6 The formation of alloy particles on thin oxide films has recently been characterized using scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒ and electron and infrared spectroscopy. [7] [8] [9] In contrast to bulk alloys, the intermixing in small particles depends on several additional parameters, such as diffusivity, nucleation and growth of the compounds on the oxide support, their surface free energy and miscibility, and the thermodynamic alloying conditions. As a result, it often remains unclear if the compounds completely mix to alloy clusters, form shell-core structures with different composition of inner and outer layer or separate into monoelemental clusters on the surface.
The intermixing of different metals to alloy particles can in principle be followed by changes in their optical characteristics. Optical properties, especially of noble metal clusters, are dominated by strong extinction peaks, caused by the excitation of collective electronic modes, so-called Mie plasmons. 10 Resonance energy and linewidth of these excitations distinctively depend on size, shape and environment of the clusters, but also on their exact chemical composition. Mie-plasmon excitations in pure Ag and Au particles are well separated in energy, but converge with an increasing alloying of both materials. [11] [12] [13] The analysis of Mie plasmons in mixed Ag-Au particles is therefore a sensitive means to characterize the alloying process.
Mixed Ag-Au particles have intensively been studied by various experimental and theoretical techniques. Due to their perfect miscibility and distinct optical properties, they represent a model system to obtain a principle understanding of the alloy formation in small particles. Mixed Ag-Au colloids have been prepared in aqueous solution, 11, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and solid matrices, such as glass, 12 ,13 silica, 19 and alumina. 20 Optical absorption and extinction spectroscopy was employed to analyze the cluster ensembles. Since these classical optical techniques average over millions of particles with different sizes, shapes, and compositions, the resulting spectra are affected by a considerable inhomogeneous broadening. The competition between alloying, shell-core formation and phase separation in the particles cannot be deduced as a function of cluster size and details of the alloying process might be hidden in the ensemble spectra.
To circumvent these problems we have combined photon emission spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy to investigate the alloying of Ag and Au in individual clusters on a Al 2 O 3 / NiAl͑110͒ surface. In the experiments, the STM tip injects electrons into selected clusters to excite Mie plasmons. Photons emitted due to the radiative plasmon decay are analyzed according to their wavelength. 21 From peak position and linewidth of the plasmon modes, chemical composition and alloying state of the clusters are determined. The results are compared to measurements on Ag-Au particle ensembles and calculations based on Mie theory.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments were carried out in an UHV chamber ͑p Ͻ 2 ϫ 10 −10 mbar͒, equipped with a Beetle-type STM and standard surface-science methods for sample preparation and analysis. The STM tip was located in the focal point of a parabolic mirror, which collected photons emitted from the tunneling junction and reflected them out of the chamber. After passing a quartz window, the light was focused by a second mirror onto the entrance slit of a grating spectrograph and detected with a liquid-nitrogen cooled CCD detector. Details of the experimental setup have been described earlier. 22 Mixed Ag and Au clusters were prepared by atom deposition from the gas phase onto a thin, well-ordered alumina film at 300 K. The film was grown by exposing a clean NiAl͑110͒ surface to 1200 L of O 2 at 550 K. Subsequent annealing of the sample to 1100 K lead to the formation of a well-ordered alumina film with a thickness of approximately 0.5 nm, which is suitable for STM characterization. 23, 24 Because of a relatively weak metal-oxide interaction, Ag and Au grow to 3D clusters at 300 K ͑Volmer-Weber growth͒. Alloy clusters were prepared by simultaneous deposition of the two metals, shell-core clusters by successive deposition of both materials interrupted by a 15-min break. The total amount of deposited material in alloy and shell-core clusters was 3.5 and 4 monolayer ͑ML͒, respectively. 25 Photon emission spectra were measured for single Ag-Au clusters selected from topographic STM images. Morphological changes of the examined clusters or drift of the tip position during the measurement could be excluded through repeated imaging of the same surface region after each spectroscopic run. The photon emission spectra were taken with an electron current of 4 nA and a tip voltage larger than −13 V. The tip-sample distance at these conditions was estimated to be 2 nm, minimizing the influence of the tip on the cluster electronic system. The diameter of the electron beam was smaller than the mean cluster-cluster distance and excitation of single clusters could be ensured. A negative tip voltage was chosen to inject electrons into the clusters. The accumulation time for each photon emission spectrum ranged between 300 and 600 s. An entrance slit width of 1 mm was used for the spectrograph.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Nucleation and growth of Ag-Au clusters STM images in Figs. 1͑a͒-1͑d͒ show Ag-Au alloy clusters on Al 2 O 3 / NiAl͑110͒ with an increasing Ag content at constant total coverage of 3.5 ML. With increasing Ag content, the density of clusters decreases while the mean cluster size increases. Ag-rich particles have almost hemispherical shapes with an average height of 5-6 nm. The aspect ratio ͑height/diameter͒ was determined to be approximately 0.5. An increasing Au fraction leads to the growth of clusters with distinct polygonal geometry. For Au-rich clusters, the height successively decreases to 2 nm with a mean diameter of 8 nm. 26 This change in cluster shape is reflected in a smaller aspect ratio of 0.3 for the Au-rich particles. Figures  1͑e͒ and 1͑f͒ show STM images of Ag shell-Au core clusters with different compositions at a total coverage of 4 ML. The shell-core clusters with a higher amount of Au grow with higher density and pronounced polygonal shapes, while Agrich particles have more hemispherical shapes. In the opposite case of Au shell-Ag core clusters, the clusters are generally more hemispherical in shape ͑not shown͒.
The STM images show that cluster shapes sensitively depend on the Ag-Au mixing ratio. The presence of welldefined cluster shapes indicates a crystalline structure. We suggest a ͓111͔ orientation for the polygonal surfaces observed on pure Au and Ag-Au alloy clusters. Fcc-metals such as Ag, Au, Pd, and Pt preferentially grow with ͓111͔ orientation due to the low surface free energy of their ͑111͒ surfaces. For Pd clusters on Al 2 O 3 / NiAl, the ͓111͔ orientation of the top facet could be verified by atomically resolved STM measurements. 27 Molecular dynamic simulations of Ag and Au particles also found a preferential development of ͑111͒ surfaces at room temperature. 28 In our experiments, pure Ag clusters preferentially grow at step edges and domain boundaries of the alumina film, while pure Au clusters also nucleate on oxide terraces. The increase in cluster density for Ag-Au alloy clusters with increasing Au fraction indicates a lower mobility of Au atoms on the thin Al 2 O 3 film compared to Ag atoms. Also the smaller aspect ratio of Au compared to Ag particles points to an increased Au-oxide interaction strength. Similar observations were made on TiO 2 ͑110͒ surfaces, where Ag clusters grow with larger average sizes and lower densities than Au clusters. 9 STM images of shell-core clusters suggest that the metal deposited first, i.e., the cluster core, determines shape, size, and density of the clusters. The Ag shell-Au core clusters are consequently flatter and grow with a higher density compared to the reverse configuration.
B. Optical properties of Ag-Au alloy clusters
Photon emission spectra of different Ag-Au alloy clusters with a Ag content of 70± 4% are shown in Fig. 2 . The spec-FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ STM images of ͑a͒-͑d͒ Ag-Au alloy clusters at 3.5 ML total coverage and ͑e͒, ͑f͒ shell-core clusters at 4 ML total coverage on Al 2 O 3 / NiAl͑110͒ ͑Image sizes: 50 nmϫ 50 nm͒. The Ag content is 0% in ͑a͒, 40±5% in ͑b͒, 70±4% in ͑c͒, and 100% in ͑d͒. Ag shell-Au core clusters with 25± 4% and 50± 5% Ag fraction are shown in ͑e͒ and ͑f͒, respectively. All images have been obtained at −1.5 V tip bias and 0.1 nA tunneling current at 300 K. tra were measured on top of the clusters indicated in the STM image in the inset. They exhibit an intense emission line centered at around 425 nm. The peak position is located in between the values obtained for pure Ag and Au clusters of approximately 330 and 510 nm, respectively. Clusters of bigger size show higher peak intensities, however, no dependence of the peak position on the cluster size could be found. At the bottom of the figure, a photon emission spectrum of the bare alumina film is shown, where no emission is observed in the analyzed wavelength region. For an increasing Ag fraction in the Ag-Au alloy clusters, the position of the emission peak monotonously blueshifts from the value of pure Au to the one of pure Ag clusters ͑Fig. 3͒. Simultaneously, the linewidth decreases with increasing Ag fraction from about 115 to 30 nm FWHM.
The optical spectra of Ag-Au alloy clusters reveal pronounced emission intensity for tip voltages larger than −13 V, when the tip-cluster distance is relatively large. This behavior is not compatible with an emission process mediated by tip-induced plasmons ͑TIP͒, where a localized electromagnetic mode is formed in the cavity between tip and sample. At the relatively high voltages used in the experiments, the excitation cross section for TIP's is rather small and light emission from this channel becomes weak. 29 We therefore propose an emission mechanism, which is dominated by the radiative decay of Mie plasmons in the individual Ag-Au clusters. The plasmon excitation can be interpreted as a collective oscillation of the electron gas versus the ion cores in the clusters and is driven by electron injection from the tip. For supported metal clusters, the Mie resonance splits into two modes, oriented parallel ͑1,1͒ and perpendicular ͑1,0͒ to the substrate. 10 Due to the experimental arrangement, only the ͑1,0͒ mode is detected, because the electron injection from the tip follows the surface normal and excites primarily this plasmon mode.
The energy position of the plasmon is strongly influenced by the dielectric properties of the alloy clusters and consequently shifts with preceding Ag-Au alloying process. An estimation of the plasmon energy as a function of cluster composition is obtained from calculating the polarizability of a metal spheroid embedded in a dielectric medium 10, 35 
The eccentricity of the spheroid perpendicular to the surface ͓i.e., for the ͑1,0͒ mode͔ is expressed by the geometrical factor L Ќ , calculated from the measured aspect ratios. 35 The material properties of the alloy are introduced via the experimentally determined dielectric function ⑀͑͒ for thin Ag-Au foils. 30 The value ⑀ m reflects the dielectric properties of the environment and is modeled in two different ways. In the first case, the environment is described as a linear combination of 70% vacuum ͑⑀ vac =1͒ and 30% alumina ͑⑀ Al 2 O 3 = 3.13͒. 31 In the second case, the NiAl substrate underneath the oxide layer is included, resulting in an ⑀ m ͑͒ of 0.7 ⑀ vac + 0.15 ⑀ Al 2 O 3 + 0.15 ⑀ NiAl ͑͒. 32, 33 The model can only provide a crude approximation of the experimental situation. The cluster surrounding is treated as a homogenous medium and does not accurately reflect the structure of the metal/ oxide support. In addition, the calculated polarizability gives a measure of the absorption characteristics of the spheroids, including contributions from collective electronic modes and single-electron excitations, such as interband transitions. The measured emission spectra contain exclusively information on collective electronic modes due to their extremely high oscillator strength. In spite of these limitations, the calculations reflect general trends in the Mie-plasmon energy evolving as a function of the Ag-Au mixing ratio and provide a qualitative interpretation of the experimental data. In correspondence to the emission spectra, the calculated ͑1,0͒ polarizability of an alloy spheroid shows a single maximum, which indicates the position of the Mie plasmon. For both dielectric environments tested, the plasmon position continu- ously shifts to lower wavelengths with increasing Ag amount in the clusters ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. In the first model, which neglects the presence of the NiAl support, the peak positions are generally located at smaller wavelengths than in the experiment. Turning on the NiAl dielectric properties in the second model leads to a red shift of the plasmon resonance and a better reproduction of the experimental peak positions. This shift is not so much induced by differences in the real part of the dielectric functions of NiAl and Al 2 O 3 . The dominant contribution is owed to the strong absorption coefficient of the metal substrate, which systematically shifts the plasmon to larger wavelengths. Modeling the alloy particles as spheres causes an additional redshift of the ͑1,0͒ Mie mode, thus increasing the discrepancy to the measurements. The comparison between calculated and experimental data has to remain on a qualitative level and can only reflect the general trend in the optical shifts with preceding alloying of gold and silver. A more sophisticated model has to include additional effects, such as more realistic cluster shapes, an inhomogeneous cluster environment and the influence of interactions between neighboring particles on the surface. 10 A strong dependence of the plasmon energy on the composition has earlier been observed for ensembles of Ag-Au alloy clusters embedded in photosensitive glass. 12, 13 The extinction spectra were also characterized by a single resonance, which monotonously shifted from the Au ͑510 nm͒ to the Ag ͑405 nm͒ position with increasing Ag fraction. Our results on single clusters are in line with this observation, emphasizing that STM-induced light emission is not dominated by the properties of the tip-sample cavity, but reflects the properties of the alloy particle in the tunneling contact. The deviations in the plasmon position with respect to clusters embedded in a glass matrix are attributed to the nonspherical shape of the particles and the different cluster environment in our experiment.
The major size effect we observed on single alloy clusters is an increase of the photon emission yield with increasing particle size. This behavior reflects the growing number of electrons participating in the collective oscillation. A size dependence of the plasmon position could not be detected for the analyzed alloy clusters. Two effects might be responsible for the absent shift in the plasmon energy. While a considerable blueshift of the resonance position with decreasing cluster size was observed for pure Ag particles on Al 2 O 3 / NiAl͑110͒, a similar trend was missing in the case of Au particles. 21 An intermixing of even small amounts of Au into Ag particles could therefore initiate a quenching of the size evolution in the plasmon energy. In addition, the alloying process of Ag and Au may also depend on the cluster size, leading to different compositions of small and large particles. Such behavior could be the consequence of different diffusion and nucleation characteristics of both metals on the oxide film and could cover a potential size dependence of the plasmon energy.
The Ag-Au alloying in small particles yields also distinct changes in the linewidth of Mie-plasmon resonances. Measured line widths increase with decreasing Ag fraction from about 30 nm for pure Ag to 115 nm for pure Au clusters. Calculated peaks for alloy spheroids show also increasing widths with decreasing Ag fraction, except for Au-rich compositions ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. The agreement with the experimental data is better, when the cluster environment is described as a combination of 70% vacuum and 30% alumina, which corresponds to the first model in the previous section. A consideration of the NiAl dielectric properties in the second model causes a sharp increase of the calculated widths and enlarges the discrepancy to experimental values. The effect is due to the large imaginary part of ⑀ NiAl ͑͒, which increases the absorption efficiency of the cluster environment and induces additional line broadening. Whereas experimental plasmon lines continuously broaden with increasing Au content in the particles, the model calculations predict decreasing line widths for particles containing more than 70% Au. The deviation was earlier attributed to a pronounced maximum in the imaginary part of the NiAl dielectric function at 500 nm. 34 At this wavelength, transitions from the NiAl d to empty sp bands above the Fermi level set in, which couple to the plasmon excitations and cause an additional line broadening. On the other hand, the particle density on the oxide surface increases with increasing Au content. A higher density leads to more pronounced cluster-cluster interactions in Au-rich particle ensembles, stimulating a further increase in linewidth compared to Ag-rich preparations. The chosen model allows only for a rather poor reproduction of plasmon linewidths as a function of alloy composition, most likely due to the insufficient description of the cluster environment as a homogeneous medium. Furthermore, the model neglects the influence of the STM tip and cluster-cluster interactions on plasmon excitations in a single particle.
C. Optical properties of Ag-Au shell-core clusters
Photon emission spectra of single Ag shell-Au core and Au shell-Ag core clusters with two different shell to core volume ratios are shown in Fig. 5 . The emission spectra clearly differ from those of the alloy particles. At equal amounts of Ag and Au, the spectra exhibit two distinct maxima in the emission intensity, corresponding to shell and core excitations, respectively. For Ag shell-Au core clusters, the emission peaks are centered at 335± 25 nm and 460± 25 nm, as determined from averaging dozens of single cluster spectra. For the reverse configuration ͑Au shell-Ag core͒, averaged peak positions at 390± 35 nm and 435± 25 nm were found. The peak at lower wavelength can be assigned to Ag, the one at higher wavelength to Au. Reducing the thickness of the shell leads to a decrease of the corresponding peak intensity. In the case of a very thin Ag shell, the respective emission peak shrinks to a shoulder next to the broad Au peak ͑see arrow in Fig. 5 , second spectrum͒. For shell-core clusters with 25% shell volume, emission peaks were found at 325± 25 nm and 465± 20 nm for Ag shell-Au core clusters and at 370± 35 nm and 450± 25 nm for the reverse configuration. The separation between shell and core emission peaks increases as the shell thickness decreases for both configurations. The emission peak attributed to Ag slightly blueshifts, while the Au peak experiences a redshift. In general, the observed wavelength difference between the two emission peaks is larger for Ag shell-Au core than for Au shell-Ag core clusters. Also the widths of both emission peaks in shell-core clusters are very different. The peak associated with Au has a larger FWHM of approximately 100 nm compared to the Ag-derived peak with 50 nm FWHM. In addition to photon emission spectra with two distinct peaks, some of the analyzed clusters show only one maximum in their spectra. This emission peak is located at intermediate positions between the pure Ag and Au values, being very similar to the observations on alloy clusters.
An estimation of the optical properties of shell-core clusters is again obtained from calculating the polarizability of spheroids with different shell and core materials immersed in a dielectric surrounding 10, 35 
The same value was chosen for core ͑L c Ќ ͒ and shell ͑L s Ќ ͒ geometrical factors, determined in a similar way as for the alloy particles from measured aspect ratios. 35 The quantity f is defined as the ratio between the core and the total cluster volume: f = ͑V core / V total ͒. ⑀ s ͑͒ and ⑀ c ͑͒ depict the dielectric functions of the shell and core materials. 36 As for the alloy particles, the cluster environment is described by two dielectric functions, composed of ͑i͒ 0.7 ⑀ vac + 0.3 ⑀ Al 2 O 3 and ͑ii͒ 0.7 ⑀ vac + 0.15 ⑀ Al 2 O 3 + 0.15 ⑀ NiAl ͑͒. 33 Two maxima were obtained in the polarizability of shell-core clusters, reflecting the position of the two plasmon modes. Comparison of calculated and measured wavelength positions has to consider that the structure of the particles on the Al 2 O 3 support might be better described by one material capping the other than by a closed shell-core configuration. Some general conclusions can, however, be drawn from the model calculations. For Ag shell-Au core clusters with a Ag fraction of 25%, two plasmon modes have been calculated at 330 nm ͑shell͒ and 485 nm ͑core͒, leading to a mode splitting of approximately 155 nm. Consideration of the NiAl dielectric properties slightly enlarges this wavelength difference. For an increasing shell thickness, the computed Ag shell mode shifts to the red, while the Au core mode experiences a blueshift, resulting in a smaller wavelength difference of 145 nm. The experimental trend obtained from analyzing many single cluster spectra follows quite well the calculated behavior. For Ag shell-Au core clusters with 25% Ag, a wavelength difference of 140± 35 nm has been determined between both modes, which decreases to 125± 35 nm for clusters containing 50% Ag. This indicates that the assumed Ag shell-Au core struc- ture is a reasonable description of the experimental situation and reflects the measured emission properties. A strong intermixing between core and shell material can be excluded for the Ag shell-Au core clusters.
The calculated optical properties of Au shell-Ag core clusters show a similar behavior to clusters with reverse configuration. The wavelength difference between the two plasmon modes is smallest for ultra-thin Au shells and continuously increases with increasing Au amount in the cluster. At a Ag content of 50% the wavelength difference has been determined to 150 nm, decreasing to 140 nm for clusters containing 75% silver. However, the measurements reveal a considerably smaller gap between the two emission maxima, which amounts to 45± 40 and 80± 40 nm for clusters with 50 and 75% Ag content, respectively. The distinct deviation between experimental findings and computed trends in the case of Au shell-Ag core clusters indicates a strong intermixing between core and shell materials at the interface.
Gold diffusion into the Ag core would initiate a red shift of the core plasmon, while penetration of Ag atoms into the shell increases the respective shell plasmon energy. Both processes would reduce the gap between the plasmon modes, leading to a better agreement with the experimental values. The Ag diffusion might be the dominant mechanism due to the smaller surface free energy of Ag͑111͒ and the higher diffusivity of Ag atoms in Ag and Au matrices. 37, 38 Such an interpretation is consistent with Auger-electron-spectroscopy experiments, which revealed an enhanced diffusion of Ag atoms through a thin Au film deposited on Ag͑111͒ at 75°C. 39 Efficient diffusion at the interface of Au shell-Ag core colloids was earlier observed by TEM and electrondiffraction experiments. 40 For Ag-coated Au particles in aqueous solution, the alloying rate was measured by x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy and found to be related to the presence of vacancies at the interface. 18 Optical measurements on ensembles of Ag-Au shell-core colloids in solution also revealed two extinction peaks, indicating independent plasmon excitations in shell and core of the particles. 12, 13, 16 As in the present work, the Au shell-Ag core particles showed less defined optical extinction spectra compared to the opposite configuration, which again suggests enhanced diffusion of Ag atoms towards the cluster surface. Taking these arguments into consideration, an enrichment of Ag atoms in the Au shell provides a plausible explanation for the reduced wavelength difference between shell and core plasmon peaks observed in this experiment. The presence of clusters with only one emission peak even after successive deposition of Ag and Au provides a further indication for the efficient alloying process in shell-core clusters at room temperature. Since we analyze individual clusters in our spatially resolved experiment, we can clearly distinguish between completely alloyed particles and clusters with a remaining shell-core structure on the oxide surface.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the alloying of Ag and Au in individual alumina-supported clusters using the light emission stimulated by the tunneling current from an STM tip. For simultaneous deposition of Ag and Au atoms onto the surface, one emission peak is detected in the alloy particles, which is assigned to the ͑1,0͒ Mie-plasmon resonance. With increasing Ag content in the clusters, the plasmon position shifts from the pure Au to the Ag value, following the calculated polarizability of alloy spheroids. Two distinct emission peaks are observed, when Ag and Au are successively deposited onto the Al 2 O 3 / NiAl͑110͒ surface. The peaks are attributed to independent Mie-plasmon excitations in the shell and core of the clusters. The smaller wavelength splitting between the two modes in Au shell-Ag core clusters compared to the reverse configuration indicates a high degree of alloying in particles with Ag cores. Our experimental results on single oxide-supported Ag-Au clusters are in line with comparable ensemble measurements, demonstrating that light emission spectroscopy with the STM is a suitable technique to characterize the optical properties of individual particles.
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